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Abstract 

 
 
Expression of life in the form of a memoir is an art well established in the literature. Events and anecdotes 

recalled as words, often as stories, are relived in an Autobiography. An autobiography gives relief to the 

intellectual environment with its independent existence; it delights as witness what is unique in the writer's 

presence. Autobiography refers to narration and documentation of one's life, where life events are presented in a 

literal form and could prove to be a social uplift for the readers. Autobiography cumulatively draw attention as an 

alternative and method of investigating norms and principles of social life. The literature representing life is a 

kind of research cluster that brings successful social life elements in both critical and creative manner. It explains 

constructive questions like having a meaningful identity, outline of a harmonious family, and sense of 

belongingness. Fictions presenting successful autobiographical events could consider as realistic accounts of 

balanced social life. This paper evaluates the level of intricacy while delivering the literature, present depth of 

outreach among folks, and future possibilities and limits of life writing. Autobiographies' understanding 

presents the unadulterated perceptions, style, attitude, thoughts, and personal tone of a writer. The self-

identification inculcated about civilization is active understanding about the cultural existence of various issues 

in the society. Each human possesses their world, begins life until death, witnesses varied but enriched common 

cultural heritage. 
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Introduction 

Is literature a Science or an Art? It's an art of words with a predetermined structural form to terms in a scientific 
manner. An autobiography is a recollection of an individual's thoughts and events, in this case by the author 
himself/herself. Usually written in a stage of life when the author feels that he had achieved something in life or 
succeeded in struggles, he should tell the world to inspire or satisfy his literary curiosity. In most cases, it can be 
at an advanced age of life; recollecting all the events after considerable time has lapsed is a difficult task. It 
doesn't matter what good memory an individual has. He can only recall the silhouette of the events that 
occurred. So he takes artistic freedom from the generalized environment he had witnessed, not particularly on 
that event date, but from the accumulation of memory or life he lived. It will create an event or scene he wants 
to depict with all the detailed intricacies a moment rendering need. Well-organized thoughts and minds play a 
significant role during the systematic organization of life events and make a person aware and well cautiously 
demarcated active understanding in observing and imparting alertness in drawing inferences from own 
experiences. Innovative research has witnessed conscious attention transformed into subconscious memories 
that have been a vital element, presented as an organized structure in autobiographies. Therefore, the 
autobiographical genre is considered a key to self-realization. When the consciousness of self-expression fades, 
an individual barely dares to present his stories to the public. The autobiography genre was proved effective and 
then established in the literature—individual memory of facts basis on personal recollection and the truths that 
saturate the collective unconscious or memory. The existence and emergence of autobiographies witness the 
spiritual revolution. It acts as a mirror where an individual can imagine life's context and enable a person to 
reshape and understand oneself. Fiction on the literature has evolved in terms of innovations in delivering the 
content with time and can be witnesses keeping well in harmony through the generations. Here is an attempt to 
understand the male and female personalities of literature during different periods and how they faced various 
situations and challenges and overcame their undertaking. Their life stories or autobiography become worthwhile 
and revelatory. 

My Experiments with Truth, written by Mahatma Gandhi, is an incredibly famous and kind of initial attempt of 
autobiographical writing by an Indian during the Indian independence period 1940. He inspired the Indian 
diaspora and the world to set a specific sincerity and frankness in diverse fields. The stories presented meaningful 
literature in his autobiography expressing even the traumatic experience during the independence struggle, so 
clearly influential and inspirational to many. He has written about the violence and suffering inflicted on him by 
the partition and about the heroic efforts he made to strike roots in an unfamiliar environment in a very humanly 
manner. Gandhi Ji described his childhood, his shyness, love for truth, early child marriage, experiences in South 
Africa, his principles, i.e., satyagraha, non-violence, and beliefs about truth ahimsa. Most of it can say that his 
autobiography covers a crucial phase of Indian history and the constant search for self and truth. My Story, an 
autobiography written by Kamla Das, is also very well-known writing by an Indian female author during 1973. 
It reveals her inward journey, search for her identity and represents a realistic and humanistic view as a woman 
in society. She becomes aware of the limitations of being a woman, which leads her into conflict with prevailing 
stands. She was assertive individualistic and independent, and her autobiography is a collective story that 
expresses identity and distinction both as a woman and writer. Her story shows her urge for identity and 
liberation finds its fruition and fulfilment in her creative writing, fought against injustice in her life, and made a 
remarkable change in the Indian contemporary world and female writers. Truth, power of personality, present 
situation, and collaboration of past and present, the character of the autobiographies, experiences, interpretation, 
search for the true self. The truth used in the autobiography will not be objective, but it will be a truth used for a 
purpose, a purpose as the writer's specific quality, grown of the author's life. Experiences shape human beings. 

Selective Memory: Stories from My Life, an autobiography written by eminent novelist and columnist of 
contemporary India, Shobha de, in it's she reveals her true self behind the public personality. She belongs to the 
new English literature writers who support feminism and equality between man and woman—she concerning 
modern and urban social issues. The autobiography explains the minute details of Shobha de life, giving an 
accurate account of her childhood, adulthood as a model, and her career as an editor and author. Her feminist 
thoughts and focus on women's issues explore the urban women's world. She presented the vital reality and 
spread awareness of women's miseries and injustices by their patriarchal society counterparts. Her writings were 
different from the acceptable normal of that era, which in some cases were classified even controversial by many 
critics. Khushwant Singh's autobiography "Truth, Love and Little Malice" is one of the engaged works, written 
in a simple style that traces his life history, which touches the profound concept of Indian history. He had a 
comprehensive understanding of social problems. His writings depict with force, passion the problem that 
torments the Indian spirit in contemporary times. Life writing narrates the story of a person's involvement and 
participation in the process of his growth. It becomes an identity in life in the world .it may involve the role and 
influence of a person or persons, books, the general environment, the situations, and events in one's own or 
social life on the development of the narrator's personality. Greatly popular autobiographies don't require any 
explanation among readers; they are well-known readers, they are well appreciated, and they don't need any 
references. Autobiographies, in general, unconsciously or consciously represent their generation and age in 
which they have lived. Autobiographical writing is a means to publish a thoughtfully organized life tale; it 
reflects well on the past and allows an understanding of the present. The genre has some personalities that 
people want to know and study in many forms, but their penmanship may not be a seasoned author. 
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Autobiographies are put to words by an individual with these skills in close discussions with the individual. The 
acceptance of the above form opens an excellent pathway for the genre to grow to bridge the gap between the 
Individual personality and the readers interested in a life story that inspires them with fragments or pieces they 
know. These stories inspire them to understand the complete story of that personality, who may not express the 
same to create an impact, which the story can make if told in a creative and realistic form. It means that an 
individual can tell a story without caring about the drafting, which creates a new inspiration to the individual who 
wants to tell his story with the honesty needed for the autobiography to make an impact. 

CONCLUSION: 

Literature involves a form that is not concentrated on some gifted individuals who have the power of words but to 
masses with unique characteristics and personality. They dare to tell it. It has crossed the leaps and boundaries of 
human biases and gender. However, an individual's atmosphere where he grows up and the social situation always 
affects the autobiography's content. From work discussed above dissect the gender of the author of the 
biography, we can reach some conclusion that an autobiography was influenced mainly by gender. The subject 
matter of the autobiography is somehow subjected or affected by the gender of the autobiographer. Mahatma 
Gandhi and Khushwant Singh, as male author, were born in a patriarchal society. 

The subject matter was genuinely relevant to the time and effecting the masses, male and female alike. Men had 
central issues and events, no need to search for identity as a gender. Kamla Das and Shobha de mainly searched 
for self in society; problems and challenges primarily are women-centric. The reason was that obvious women of 
the period were tasting and struggling with newfound independence and wanted to explore the new dimensions 
of womanhood and its place in society. It was a period of awakening; the social fabric was changing. Information 
was now not a privilege of learned few but was now reaching to masses, and now women are educated had 
access to such knowledge. They have examples from all around the world, what women are achieving in their 
fields worldwide. Literature had become a lighthouse of understanding and showing a path that they never 
imagined could exist, or if they lived, they could walk on it. Literature reflects society's current state; it's a 
mirror of society, where autobiography as a genre is not an exception and demonstrates the community's present 
condition. The period the paper discussed shown the change reflected by the women is an example of the same. 
Change has a multiplier factor initially; the tiny change may take considerable time, but it happens at a 
breakneck pace once the wheel starts rolling. Once, it was about being heard, but now it's about being the 
spearhead of change. Women authors are now not confined to their predecessor's boundaries but marching ahead 
in all the genres. Today the times have changed, and the subject matter or the focus area of the autobiographies 
are not about basic elemental survival but primarily focused on achieving its full potential, either Man or 
Women. We cannot firmly say that gender bias is over, and it's not there in society. A strong individual knows 
how to overcome that; they have the precedence, resources, and vision to carry on. 
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